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SECTION ONE

Becoming an Effective Classroom Manager
HAP TE
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You Can Be an
Effective Classroom
Manager

C

You can establish a classroom environment in which you teach and students learn
free from the distraction of disruptive student behavior!
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How can I make such a bold statement not knowing you or your students?
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Over the last thirty years, my staff and I have worked with more than one million
teachers at all grade levels and from all types of socioeconomic backgrounds, and we
have learned firsthand that any motivated teacher can develop the skills and confidence
needed to teach his or her students how to behave.
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If you are ready to join this enormous contingent of educators who have learned to
successfully manage their students’ behavior, then please continue reading.
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Why Is Classroom Management Such a
Significant Issue for Today’s Teachers?
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If you are reading this book, you are either struggling with managing student behavior
or concerned that you will soon be facing this issue.
Trust me, you are not alone.
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Seventy-seven percent of teachers admit that their teaching would be more
effective if they did not have to spend so much time dealing with disruptive
students (Public Agenda, 2004).
Fifty percent of teacher time is spent dealing with the disruptive behavior in many
classrooms at all grade levels (Cotton, 1990; Walker, Colvin, & Ramsey, 1995).
Forty percent of teachers spend more time keeping order than teaching
(Johnson, 2004).

Why do so many teachers struggle with classroom management issues today? Let’s
look at the reality they face.

Lack of Respect for Teachers’ Authority
In the not too distant past, teachers had instant respect and the authority that came
with it simply because they were “the teacher.” Society reinforced this authority with
the high esteem in which it held educators.
© 2011 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781743300039 • SOT0039
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Parents reinforced this authority by stressing the importance of education and the
importance of listening to the teacher. Students knew that if they got in trouble at
school, they’d be in twice as much trouble at home.
Classroom management, or discipline, usually consisted of nothing more than a
teacher’s stern look or a few well-chosen words. The simple promise “I will call your
parents if you do that again” was sufficient to motivate most students, including the
most disruptive ones, to choose to behave.

Changing Classroom Demographics
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Today the reality you face is quite different. You have to deal with society’s lack of
respect for teachers and the educational establishment in general. Parents often don’t
automatically support your efforts and, in fact, many openly question and undermine
your authority.
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Over the years, the composition of classrooms has changed, particularly with regard
to greater inclusion of students with special needs. This is primarily the result of the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), most recently amended in 2004
in the wake of No Child Left Behind legislation, passed in 2001, and a reinvigorated
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.
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One result is that many students with special needs who in the past would have been
taught in separate classrooms are now fully integrated in general classrooms. Inclusion makes demands on teachers to address previously unfamiliar behavioral issues
(Algozzine & Ysseldyke, 2006; Jiménez & Graf, 2008).
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Another aspect of the new demographics challenge is increasing cultural, racial, and
linguistic diversity in today’s classrooms. Students come with new expectations and
unfamiliar behavior norms based on backgrounds that differ from those of the majority of students in the past.
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As a result of this new reality, you, the teacher, must recognize that the discipline approaches that were effective with previous generations of students often do not work
in today’s classrooms.

Ineffective Classroom Management Training
Over thirty years ago, in the original edition of Assertive Discipline, I stated that
“teachers do not receive the training they need to deal with disruptive students” (1976,
p. 6). Some things never change. Today an overwhelming number of teachers still do
not receive the classroom management training they need to deal with their students.
Most teachers are trained in programs that work just fine with “compliant” students.
In psychological-behavioral parlance, compliance refers to an individual’s willing
acquiescence to a request or a demand. In education, compliance also embodies responsiveness to teacher direction, cooperation, and self-control. Basically, compliant
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students are those who want to please you. These students respond quickly to your
positive actions, discipline, or both. Typically, compliant students make up approximately 80–90 percent of most classrooms.
What about the remaining 10–20 percent? These are the students who, for many
reasons, are noncompliant.
Noncompliant students are much more interested in doing what they want,
when and how they want, rather than pleasing you.
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Most teachers report the classroom management training they receive simply does
not prepare them to deal effectively with such students. Why is this a significant issue? Consider this question:
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How many disruptive, noncompliant students does it take to lower the academic achievement of an entire class? You know the answer! One.
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The result of having one or more disruptive, noncompliant students who you cannot
motivate to listen to you can simply be ruinous to your efforts in your classroom.
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Why Are Some Teachers Such Effective
Classroom Managers?
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For more than thirty years, I have been studying one simple question: what are the
attributes of teachers who are effective classroom managers?
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Why is it that one teacher can have no behavior problems with her sixth-period class
when other teachers consider that same class to be the proverbial “class from hell”? Why
is it that a fourth-grade teacher has no trouble with the behavior of several “difficult”
students who nearly drove their teachers from previous years out of the profession?
Many educators will state that these so-called naturals were born to teach difficult
students. Yes, a small percentage of these teachers are uniquely gifted educators, but
the vast majority of the teachers I have studied are simply ordinary educators who
mastered specific attributes that are needed to effectively manage students in today’s
classroom.
Let’s look at the attributes effective teachers possess.

A Strong Teacher Voice
Effective teachers have developed the “strong teacher voice” needed to manage a group
of students. They know how to assertively “say what they mean and mean what they say”
so that they have the respect and authority needed to take charge of their classroom.
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SECTION T WO

Developing Your Classroom Discipline Plan
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Establish Rules
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A classroom discipline plan is a cornerstone of just about any effective teacher’s
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classroom management efforts. A discipline plan allows you to clarify the behaviors
you expect from students and what they can expect in return if they do or do not
meet your expectations.
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A discipline plan consists of three parts:
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The goal of a classroom discipline plan is to have a fair and consistent structure
that will enable you to establish a safe, orderly, positive classroom environment
in which you can teach and students can learn.
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1. Rules that students must follow at all times

2. Supportive feedback that students will receive consistently for following the rules
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3. Corrective actions that you will use consistently when students choose not to
follow the rules

Sample Discipline Plan for Elementary Students
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1. Classroom Rules
 Follow directions.
 Keep hands, feet, and objects to yourself.
 No teasing or name-calling.
2. Supportive Feedback
 Verbal recognition
 Individual rewards such as the following:
 Positive notes sent home to parents
 Positive phone calls to parents
 Positive notes to students
 Classroom privileges
 Classwide rewards
3. Corrective Actions
 First time a student breaks a rule: Reminder
 Second time: Five minutes away from group
 Third time: Ten minutes away from group
continued on next page 
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 Fourth time: Teacher calls parents with student; student completes behavior
journal
 Fifth time: Send to principal
 Severe disruption: Send to principal

Sample Discipline Plan for Secondary Students
1. Classroom Rules
 Follow directions.
 Be in the classroom and seated when the bell rings.
 Use appropriate language; no put-downs or teasing.
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2. Supportive Feedback
 Verbal recognition
 Individual rewards such as the following:
 Positive notes sent home to parents
 Privilege pass
 Classwide rewards
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3. Corrective Actions
 First time a student breaks a rule: Warning
 Second time: Stay in class one minute after the bell or lunch detention
 Third time: Call parents
 Fourth time: Send to administrator
 Severe disruption: Send to administrator
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Advantages of Using a Classroom Discipline Plan
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What will your classroom discipline plan do for you and your students? A discipline
plan does the following.

Helps Make Managing Student Behavior More Consistent
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A discipline plan helps ensure that you respond to each student in a fair manner. Teachers
who do not have a plan tend to react to the students rather than to their specific behavior.
Many times a teacher’s corrective actions are arbitrary and are based on the history of
that student’s misbehavior or their mood rather than on the situation at hand. Consider
the following example.
Early in the day, Conner talked out in class, disrupting the lesson in progress. His
teacher gave him a reminder and continued her lesson.
Later that day, Jamie also talked out, interrupting a student who was presenting an
oral report. The teacher, visibly annoyed, disciplined Jamie by taking away her recess.
Finally, at the end of the day, when the teacher was tired and her temper a bit frayed,
Bradley talked out. This time the teacher lost her temper, yelled at Bradley, and called
his parents that night about his problem behavior.

The teacher’s irritated reaction to Jamie and her emotional overreaction to Bradley
were unfair and inconsistent. What’s more, it most likely created negative tension
between the teacher and each student. It will be harder, if not impossible, for them to
establish a cooperative relationship in the future.
SOT0039 • 9781743300039 • © 2011 Hawker Brownlow Education
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Every student has the right to be treated fairly and equally. Every student has
the right to the same due process in the classroom. Students need to know
that when a rule is broken, they will receive a specific corrective action.

When your students can rely on fair and equal treatment, they will accept your rules
and directions more readily, your disciplinary efforts will be more effective, and the
groundwork will be laid for you to build positive relationships.

Helps Increase the Likelihood of Parental Support
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Helps Ensure Administrator Support
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As I discuss in detail later in chapter 16, “You Can’t Do It on Your Own,” you need
parental support. Before giving that support, however, parents will want to know that
you are using a classroom management system that is equitable. Communicating your
classroom discipline plan to parents shows them that you care about teaching their
children how to behave responsibly.
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A discipline plan demonstrates to your administrator that you have a well thought-out
blueprint for managing student behavior in your classroom. It shows that whenever
there is a problem, you will not simply send a student to the office for the administrator to take care of it. Ways to ensure administrative support will be discussed in more
detail in chapter 16, “You Can’t Do It on Your Own.”
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Developing Your Rules
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Each year brings new students to your classroom. They come with their own needs,
their own past school experiences, and their own expectations of teachers. They come
with their preconceptions of who you are, what your limits will be, and how they will
relate to you and you to them.
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Students want to know what expectations you have for them.
Unless you know how you want your students to behave, how will they know?

Thus, before school begins you want to ask yourself, “What behaviors do I need at all
times, each and every day, so that I can teach and my students can learn?”
In answering these questions, most effective teachers come up with the following
basic rules:
 Follow directions. This is the most important rule you will establish! You
can’t teach and students won’t learn if the many directions you give throughout each day aren’t followed.
 Keep hands, feet, and objects to yourself. For students to have a safe and
orderly classroom, they need to know they are protected from being hit, being
kicked, or having their property taken or destroyed.
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